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Legendary
Durability
& Versatility
Virco has been providing mass seating,
conference, and dining solutions to large
public venues for over 50 years. Today, Virco
offers one of the most comprehensive collections
of public facilities furniture and storage equipment
in the industry - from custom stack chairs and arena
folding chairs to standard and light-weight folding
tables - all built to withstand the rigors of today’s bustling
event schedules.
Designed to tackle storage needs of all types, our stackable
table and seating storage equipment both heightens mobility
and maximizes efficiency. For facilities facing unique challenges,
we specialize in the construction of customized storage systems.
We take great pride in customer satisfaction, providing our PlanSCAPE®
computerized layout service to help you optimize both your storage and
seating capacities.

Proudly designed, manufactured and
assembled by American workers
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Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, CA
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Upholstered Stack Chairs
The design excellence of our upholstered stack chairs can be seen in
their long-lasting performance. Strong, tubular steel frames, quality
fabrics and premium upholstery foam give our chairs a competitive edge.
Chairs are available in an array of back styles and our seats give you
the long-lasting performance of premium high density seat foam.
With a generous seat thickness, our chairs are firm, comfortable and
exceptionally durable. Because our foam makes for greater
product longevity and seating support, Virco
upholstered stack chairs give you the best
furniture value for your money.

Stack bars welded to the legs and plastic stack
bumpers help protect frames and upholstery
when chairs are stacked.
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Custom Series

Standard Series

8800 Series

Virco has decades of experience providing
customer-specified upholstery color and
frame combinations for our Custom Series.

If great value in an upholstered stack chair is
what you’re looking for, our Standard 8900
Series Chairs got you covered.

Our padded upholstered Comfort Stack
Chairs give you the strength of a 7/8" steel
frame and two 3/4" under-seat cross braces
and are priced to give you optimum dollar
value in a versatile stack chair.
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Park Plaza Hotel, Boston, MA
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Los Angeles Convention Center, Los Angeles, CA
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Multi-Purpose
Seating
Our multi-purpose chairs are the
model of durability. For adaptable,
stylish seating that works in a wide
range of settings, Virco’s “everywhere
chairs” give you a diverse range of
choices. With options available in
plastic or upholstered seats and
backs, these chairs deliver exceptional
support and durability. Virco’s
complete spectrum of styles and
colors deliver seating solutions that are
right for your facility.

Our 8830SBG Chairs are easy to set-up, gang, stack,
and store.

8830SBG

Ultrastack™

Virtuoso®

Civitas®

A combination of strength,
durability and stability, our
8830SBG chair can be stacked
up to 10 chairs high and stored
100 at a time in the SCT11SU
storage cart.

With a solid steel-rod frame
and a contoured plastic
seat and back, this series
can be stacked 30-high.

Capable of stacking 12-high,
this series combines the
convenience of a versatile,
hard-working chair with
the comfort of a patented,
articulating back.

Versatile and adaptable, this
series can be ordered with
Sage™, Zuma® and Analogy®
seats and has three different
glide options.
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Folding Chairs
Thanks to their sensible practicality, folding chairs are
classics in the field of multi-purpose furniture. When
comfort and convenience are paramount, Virco’s full
range of folding chairs can transform any convention
or event space at a moment’s notice.
Placing a premium on comfort, our top-of-the line
198G deluxe folding chair features a plush 2 7/8"
padded seat. For the same effect with a lower
profile, our 190G model’s padding is dropped
into a fully enclosed seat pan. From simple to
sophisticated, our collection of folding chairs
can be customized to fit the functional and
aesthetic needs of your venue.

A seating location plate can be added to the
underside of select models to help easily identify
assigned seating locations.
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Seating Add-Ons

Easy Access

Customize

An arm kit can be added with the ganging
feature to create rows of stadium seating on
select models.

Seats fold up independently to
allow easy passage through rows
of chairs.

Customize the seats with printed logos
or stamped branding, even embroidered
branding can be added to select models.

Virco Inc.

San Diego Convention Center, San Diego, CA
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Reliant Center, Houston, TX
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Event Tables
Our Core-a-Gator® line sets the standard of excellence for lightweight folding tables. Up to 40% lighter than
traditional tables, Core-a-Gator’s patented extruded aluminum frame makes it superior to lightweight tables that
rely on wooden inserts for structural strength and durability.
Since Core-a-Gator frames deliver full perimeter reinforcement, round and crescent-shaped tables perform as
well as rectangular tables, and Virco’s patented conical “honeycomb” core provides uniform support for a secure
bonding to the top’s outer skins.
Featuring a rugged ABS plastic core, these hard-working tables provide consistent and reliable performance in
real-world conditions. In addition to their superior durability, the ease of transport, set-up and tear-down prove
Core-a-Gator tables are engineered for the long haul.

Core-a-Gator® Features
ABS Top and Bottom

Patented ABS
Honeycomb Core

ABS Bonding Agent
Aluminum Leg Attachment Plate

Corner
Bumper

Aluminum Frame
Edge
Guard

Banquet Tables

Seminar Tables

Shaped Tables

Traditional Folding Tables

Lightweight and durable,
Core-a-Gator tables are
perfect for the dynamic
nature of banquet settings.

Designed to take up a smaller
footprint, seminar tables feature
innovative gravity-lock legs on all
rectangular Core-a-Gator tables.

Fit for convention centers,
event spaces and everyday
settings, our Core-a-Gator®
tables come in a variety of
shapes and sizes.

Strong and foldable with patented
protection, our traditional folding
tables are reinforced by a steel
support apron and our patented
Sure Edge banding helps hands and
fingers avoid scratches and cuts.

Virco Inc.
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Divots Conference Center - Norfolk, NE
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Handling and Storage Equipment
When storage issues get out of control, Virco has the equipment to put them in their place. Designed with
the user in mind, our complete line of trucks, dollies and storage carts make moving and storing Virco
seating and tables simple, efficient and hassle-free. Whether you require stackable storage trucks, specially
configured dollies or high-capacity carts, Virco has storage solutions that deliver. For venues with unique
storage challenges, Virco has decades of experience providing custom solutions designed to meet the storage
requirements of any environment.

Stackable Storage Carts

Chair Dollies

Tables Trucks

Our large-scale, space-saving storage
system for tables and chairs allows
carts to stack three high.

Virco offers a variety of chair dolly
models to handle both folding and
stacking chairs.

Our full line of storage solutions for
folding tables and Core-a-Gator tables
are engineered to withstand the rigors
of high-volume, day-to-day use.

Virco Inc.
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Kansas City Convention Center, Kansas City, MO
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Meeting Spaces

Multi-Purpose Spaces
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Banquet Halls

Entertainment Venues

Conference Centers
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Convention & Arena Products
Upholstered Stack Chairs

8936SB

8918SB

8916SB

8916SBCB

8920SB

Standard Upholstered Stack Chairs

8915

8917

8919SB

8970SB

Folding Chairs

8926

8925

198G

190G

162

Multi-Purpose Seating

4100

Virtuoso®

8830BG

8802

8806

Civitas®

Core-A-Gator® Lightweight Folding Tables

Conference & Training

Multi-Purpose

Traditional Folding Tables

Shaped

Banquet

62000 Series

6000 Series

High-Volume Storage Carts

SCT1978SU
SCT1996SU
SCT19125SU

SCT11SU

TT1872SU
TT1896SU

TT3072SU
TT3096SU

TT57SU

Mobile Hand Carts

HTT6 & HTT8

HRTT1

HCT789

HCT4

HCT2945

HCT4100

HCT6 & HCT8

HCT6072

Additional styles and models are available. Visit virco.com to see more options or contact your Virco Sales Representative.
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In Your Color
Virco products are available in an
inspiring array of color and frame
finishes, allowing a full range of expression
from traditional to modern. Choose from
a selection of standard colors, upholstery or
finishes that coordinate seamlessly with a variety
of spaces. In addition to our extensive standard
palette, Virco is capable of providing custom colors,
upholstery, and finishes* for your specific project. We
maintain relationships with fabric and vinyl mills around the
U.S., and can assist you on specific or custom material request
for your upholstered needs. Ask your Virco Sales Representative
or contact Customer Service for more information. With a spectrum
of colors and finishes to choose from, take some time and enjoy
creating products that are perfect for you and your space.

* Minimums and set-up fees may apply

Virco Inc.
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PlanSCAPE® Layout Service
Ask anyone who’s done it the hard way; large-scale furniture and equipment
acquisitions can eat up your time and energy. Then, ask anyone who’s used
Virco’s PlanSCAPE® service how easy a successful FF&E purchase can be!
By focusing exclusively on capital goods, not consumable items, PlanSCAPE
simplifies and expedites the FF&E procurement process while working with
you to find the right products for your campus or facility.
PlanSCAPE takes the stress and anxiety out of FF&E purchases. We
give you the industry’s best combination of service, convenience
and savings. And since PlanSCAPE gives you access to the easy-touse U.S. Communities™ contract, you can purchase furniture and
equipment at great prices without the hassles of bidding.

Safe Environments
Virco proudly complies with all laws and governmental regulations affecting our products, including the California Air
Resources Board (CARB) regulation on formaldehyde emissions from composite wood products and the federal Consumer
Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA).

UL GREENGUARD Certification
Virco became the first classroom furniture manufacturer to earn GREENGUARD® indoor air quality
certification through the Greenguard for Children and Schools program. Today, hundreds of Virco
classroom furniture models have earned this important certification.

ANSI/BIFMA
Please see virco.com for further information or questions on any specific model.

Warranty
Virco will repair or replace, at its option, any Virco furniture or equipment product which proves
to be defective in original material or workmanship that may become evident within the first 10
years of the date of purchase and 5 years from the date of purchase for casters, glides, pneumatic
cylinders and torsion bars. This is your sole and exclusive remedy. This warranty covers products
manufactured after January 1, 2017, as long as product is owned by original purchaser, and is
subject to limitations.

FRONT COVER IMAGE:
Jacobs Center San Diego, CA
Virco 8919SB custom
stack chairs.

Proudly Designed, Manufactured And Assembled By American Workers
Since 1950, when we opened our doors in Southern California, Virco has been proud to design,
manufacture and assemble our products in the U.S., keeping quality jobs with U.S. workers and
U.S. dollars at home.
One of America’s iconic brands, Virco is the country’s largest manufacturer and supplier of furniture
and equipment for K-12 schools. All manufacturing processes – from metal fabrication and
woodworking, to plastic injection molding, powder coating and chrome plating – are done in-house
at our two state-of-the-art facilities in Torrance, California, and Conway, Arkansas.
Virco Inc.
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2027 Harpers Way

•

Torrance, CA 90501

•

1-800-44-VIRCO
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